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AA wonderful due of brotherer-r-sister

Ridima Debnath and Rishik Debnath are siblings. They were seen in a wonderful brother-sister duo in Duranto 
Program which is Radio Saikats’ special program for children. They said that they have been practicing music since 
Nursery. Ridima’s mesmerizing vocal along with Risik Debnath’s tabla beats created a great musical atmosphere. 
They said that it was possible to study along with music due to proper guidance of parents and proper management 
of time.
This program was posted on Facebook. That post reached to 3.8 thousand people. 722 people liked, 63 commented 
and 28 shared. The common people enjoyed the Duranto program immensely. Children have hidden talents. The 
elders should help them to develop their talents. Because, with the right care and encouragement at the appropriate 
time, children’s latent talents will be bloomed and their future will be delighted. 
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WWelll -l-Wishing For Radio o Saikat

Listner’s’s s Feedback

Advocate Pratibha Das 

Radio Saikat currently has 30 listeners clubs. Until the last month all of our listener clubs were in Cox’s Bazar 
sadar. In March, two listeners clubs were formed at Ramu Kolghar and Kharulia Ghatpara with an aim to 
spread the activities of Radio Saikat to all  its’ coverage areas. The women of listeners club told us that there is 
high incidence of child marriage in their area and also most of the people have low income so day by day 
becoming difficult to survive. We encourage the homemakers to be self-reliant by doing something so  they can 
support their family. Radio Saikat is moving forward with the goal of improving the quality of marginal people 
life by making listeners club to all areas of Cox`s Bazar. 

Khorushkul pecherghona , Listeners club.

Moving Forward

Poet Shamima Akter.


